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Executive Summary 3
Does immersion yield empathy? The aim of this report is to address the
question of whether news media—in this instance, short-form journalistic
stories—presented in a 360-degree video format aﬀects a user’s empathetic
response to the material. If so, what might the advantage of such a response be, and could it include improvement in a viewer’s ability to recall
the content over time or a resulting behavioral change? Naturally, part
of the study will deconstruct what we mean by such a nebulous term as
“empathetic” and how exactly it can be measured.
The study both investigates if particular audiences are likely to respond
empathetically to certain narratives and analyzes the component parts of
immersive experiences—comfort level, interactivity, and perceived amount
of user agency—that contribute to producing an empathetic response. It
also aims to answer whether the virtual reality (VR) format is better suited
to particular stories or audiences, as well as the potential for unintended,
antithetical eﬀects in this embryonic medium such as a user’s perception of
personal space invasion or the feeling that they are not looking in the right
direction.1
Results from our study of 180 people viewing five-minute treatments
comprised of either 360-degree video or text articles monitored user reactions and their sense of immersion on the day of their first exposure to the
narrative treatment, as well as two and five weeks later.

Key findings:
• Our research found that VR formats prompted a higher empathetic
response than static photo/text treatments and a higher likelihood of
participants to take “political or social action” after viewing.
• Users who experienced the VR treatments reported higher levels of immersion and were more likely to report a desire to take action or find out
more about the topic as a result.
• In the longer term (both two and five weeks after viewing initial treatments), those who registered a higher empathetic response upon first
viewing were more likely to recall the stories they had seen.
• There is a negligible diﬀerence in perceived levels of interactivity between the head-mounted and desktop-based virtual reality treatments,
suggesting head-mounted displays (HMDs) aren’t a deal-breaker.
Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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• Viewers using HMDs reported higher levels of immersion, but also some
user discomfort.
• Trust in the narrator is essential to building empathy, inspiring immersion, and heightening engagement in the narrative. This is best achieved
by ensuring that the narrator maintain a consistently visible presence
on-screen.
• Research showed that stories with one clear protagonist serving as a
guide through the VR experience are consistently more enjoyable for
users.
• Stories that are at least in part enjoyable are most likely to have impact
on viewers.
• Audience over-familiarity with a story can negatively impact the level of
immersion or enjoyment of a story.
• The lower a user’s news consumption habits or familiarity with the technology or story, the more likely they are to be positively impacted and
respond empathetically to cinematic VR.
• Immersion and presence in VR are key, but still can’t outweigh a user’s
lack of interest or over-familiarity with a subject.

Recommendations:
• When implementing VR in news-related storytelling, avoid overburdening or overwhelming the user with complicated, lengthy experiences or
interfaces.
• Remember that the choice of narrative and content influences and outweighs the actual interactive aﬀordances of a VR experience.
• The highest empathetic response was registered in users who were unfamiliar with the stories they viewed, suggesting the medium’s eﬀectiveness
in introducing a new topic or VR’s suitability for targeting infrequent
news consumers. Focus on less well-known topics, as production value or
storytelling alone cannot compensate for lack of user interest.
• Audiences that find stories pleasant are far more likely to remember
them in the long term; note the interesting correlation between palatability and impact.
• Be cautious about showing too many scenes that can cause viewer discomfort; scenes of harsh conditions and suﬀering can drastically aﬀect
Columbia Journalism School
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•
•
•
•

user comfort and enjoyment, triggering disengagement from the material
and contributing to a drop in long-term memory recall and engagement.
We recommend interspersing such scenes with less charged and more
neutral material to counterbalance the eﬀect.
Establish a trusting relationship between audiences and the same, single
protagonist by including them in every scene.
Choose a narrator in your 360-degree videos that users trust, or include
a consistent voice throughout.
Provide clear guidance on sharing VR stories, as audiences are still unfamiliar with how to do so once they have finished viewing the experience.
Remember that VR is by no means a catch-all solution for instilling
empathy in all users. Like any other storytelling medium, its power
lies not only in journalists’ flair for narrative, but also in audiences’
dispositional and contextual aﬃnity for particular topics, which is as
vulnerable to over-saturation as any other medium.

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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An expanding list of newsrooms both in the United States and worldwide are incorporating 360-degree video into their production processes,2
often dedicating significant manpower and resources to producing this new
form of content.3 The high penetration rates of smartphones, coupled with
the relatively cheap barrier to entry for mobile VR (e.g., the Google Cardboard or Samsung Gear VR headsets), have meant that many newsrooms
have integrated cinematic VR—that is, live-action, 360-degree video—into
existing news stories.
Beyond an examination of the analytics for views and visits of 360degree videos uploaded through social media channels such as YouTube
and Facebook, the latter of which owns the VR company Oculus, little
information is available about the eﬀect that these 360-degree videos are
having on audiences. It remains to be seen whether a new form of metrics
is indeed necessary to truly investigate,4 or which best practices should be
followed to create the most compelling content. Evangelists of the mediumi
argue that VR journalism experiences have “yielded deeper, more immersive stories that people enjoy and stay with longer than a traditional video
or article. Feedback is characterized by more visceral and emotional reactions. People say that VR brings them closer to the events and breaks
down barriers inherently raised by a reporter or correspondent.”5
However, the news consumption habits of users when experiencing VR
journalism are often overlooked, as are the respective diﬀerences between
viewing an experience with an HMDii versus a traditional, two-dimensional
desktop monitor, versus a traditional text article.
The first goal of this study is to measure the eﬀectiveness of 360-degree
video—both its immersive and non-immersive format—in creating a sense
of presence, or engendering a sense of connection or emotional impact between news audiences and the subjects of their stories. The second is to
deduce whether this in turn prompts viewers to take action or change their
views as a result. To reach these goals, we specified a set of research questions, detailed in Appendix I.
i. See Appendix II for a list of leading practitioners.
ii. See Appendix II for a list of defined acronyms used in this report.

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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Hypothesis
Research has demonstrated that in order to foster changes in behavior, an
individual must engage with and actively process the content of a message
beyond simply reading the message in textual form.6 In many instances,
direct experiences with multi-sensory stimuli have proven to be more influential on user behavior than indirect equivalents, such as text-based
descriptions.7 Our hypothesis is that virtual reality treatments, be they
immersive or non-immersive, will have greater impact over a longer period
of time than text, and lead to a higher likelihood of behavioral change and
impact on the user as a result.

Columbia Journalism School
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Virtual Reality versus 360-Degree
Video
The term “virtual reality” was initially coined by Jaron Lanier, founder
of VPL Research, in 1989. Originally, the term referred to “immersive
virtual reality,” where the user becomes fully immersed in an artificial,
three-dimensional world that is generated by computer graphics. The user
can explore a scene in all directions, including depth. Fundamentally, one
of the chief distinctions between computer-generated (CG) VR and 360degree video (i.e., “cinematic VR”) is the former’s use of a real-time game
engine to adapt the environment to the user’s interactions. The latter,
given its inherently pre-rendered nature, means that although a user can
influence their viewing angle within the scene, their actions have no eﬀect
on the progression of the 360-degree video they are watching and thus
render it unresponsive. Furthermore, cinematic video suﬀers from the same
disadvantages as traditional photography, in the sense that objects further
from the camera will lack detail or potentially even be out of focus.8 iii

VR definitions
Virtual reality:
1. Equirectangular video comprised of multiple feeds shot simultaneously
on multiple cameras that are then stitched and wrapped around a spherical viewer. The user is placed in the center of the sphere and is able to
use head movements to change their viewing angle in the scene; the user
is stuck to the spot from which the original camera was recording and
cannot explore the scene beyond turning their head. Also referred to as
“cinematic virtual reality.”
2. A software program originally designed for the production of video
games in which users can write scripts in code that enable interactions
between diﬀerent media assets. These have since become the leading
iii. Some argue that 360-degree video does not qualify as VR due to its limitation of
freedom in the field of view and not in actual physical movement or tactile interaction, as
is common in room-scale, CG VR experiences. This distinction notwithstanding, for the
sake of brevity we refer to the 360-degree videos as cinematic VR throughout this report.

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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method for developing computer-generated virtual reality experiences.
The two most popular game engines are Unity and Unreal.
3. A virtual reality experience that requires the user to put on a headmounted display (HMD). Typically involves a form of head tracking and
headphones.
Non-immersive virtual reality: A virtual reality experience of a
three-dimensional world that the user explores on a two-dimensional desktop computer, rotating their viewing angle via a mouse.
Presence: The perception that a virtual reality environment is real,
and that the user feels part of that virtual world, through a combination
of interactivity, physics (the world updating to their point of view via head
tracking), and responsiveness. A core requisite for immersion.

Defining and Measuring an
Empathetic Response
“Empathy is a multi-faceted emotional and mental faculty that is often found to be aﬀected in a great number of psychopathologies, such as
schizophrenia, yet it remains very diﬃcult to measure in an ecological context.” Philip Jackson9

The word empathy first appeared in English in Edward Bradford Titchener’s translation of the German word Einfühlung, a term from aesthetics meaning “to project yourself into what you observe.”10 This aspect of
state transferal is conveyed by the primary definition for empathy in The
Merriam-Webster Dictionary, namely “the imaginative projection of a subjective state into an object so that the object appears to be infused with
it.”11 Yet it is the secondary, interpersonal aspect that is most pertinent
to this study, namely “the action of understanding, being aware of, being
sensitive to, and vicariously experiencing the feelings, thoughts, and experience of another of either the past or present without having the feelings,
thoughts, and experience fully communicated in an objectively explicit
manner.”12
Mark Davis simplifies this process, emphasizing the “reactions of one
individual to the observed experiences of another,”13 which in turn echoes
Columbia Journalism School
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Robert Hogan: the intellectual or imaginative apprehension of another’s
condition or state of mind.”14 This rational, imagined aspect of empathy is
typically referred to as cognitive empathy.
Of particular significance is the ability to conceive of “another’s condition” while simultaneously retaining a distinct feeling of self: “The state of
empathy, or being empathic, is to perceive the internal frame of reference of
another with accuracy and with the emotional components and meanings
which pertain thereto as if one were the person, but without ever losing the
“as if” condition.”15
This focus on the intellectual or observed reaction to another’s feelings is
counterbalanced by others’ insistence on the emotional core of this observational and transferential process:
Caring, individual concern, and imagination are emotional components of
empathy. An individual can place himself in the mental states of others,
producing thoughts or feelings that are supportive of others. Sharing emotions, engaging in an emotional exchange with others, stimulating conduct
beneficial to others, assisting others, and establishing positive interpersonal
relationships are also the components of empathy.16

This emotional branch of empathy, often referred to as aﬀective empathy
in the literature, must be appropriate to the observed mental state and can
be classified either as “parallel”—in which the observer matches the target’s
mental state—or “reactive”—in which the observer goes beyond a simple
matching of aﬀect.17
Beyond intellectual apprehension of another’s condition and the requisite
ability to retain a sense of self yet remain emotionally sensitive to another’s
needs, we must also ask ourselves the motivating purpose behind such an
investigation, which Martin Hoﬀman alludes to:
An individual interprets the meaning of information transmitted by others
and anticipates the justification and perception of this information. The
motivation component of empathy is suﬃcient to elicit responses beneficial
to others, producing empathy with the feelings of others when misfortune
falls upon someone else, not oneself. The object of such conduct is to help
others.18

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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Component Parts of Empathy
Thus we have a reductive yet functional three-fold structure for the process of empathizing with another, which can be summarized by a threecomponent framework attributable to Jorris Janssen:19
Table 1: Types of Empathetic Responses
Type of Empathetic
Response
Cognitive empathy
(perception)

Definition

Characteristics

Perception of another
person’s emotional state

Aﬀective empathy
(emotion)

Sharing another person’s emotional state,
emotional convergence

Empathic responding
(motivation)

Responding to another’s
feelings

Ability to recognize
emotional cues in another person reflecting
their internal state
Typically considered
within social interaction
and directly related
to postural, vocal, or
psychological changes,
along with facial expressions
Motivation to act with
a subject, having experienced the previous two
states

An understanding of empathy can thus be broken down into three constituent components, namely, perception, emotion, and motivation. It is
worth noting how permeable the boundaries between each of the three respective states are, problematizing easy distinctions between them. Figure
1 was designed to show the links between the respective states, beginning
on the left at the start of the empathic process: the subject and the object
are clearly separated, and any appreciation of the object’s internal state
is purely intellectual and cognitive. Perspective-taking is what shifts the
process from the left, separate circles to the central diagram with the overlapping circles, as the subject and the object begin a process of emotional
convergence.
This in turn facilitates empathic responding, as the subject is still able
to retain enough distance to operationalize their response to the object’s
Columbia Journalism School
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situation. Perspective-taking, or the mental simulation of “putting oneself
in another’s shoes” via one’s imagination20 is often held to be a cornerstone
of an empathetic response. Perspective-taking has been proven by psychologists to foster a number of positive qualities,21 such as the reduction
of stereotypes,22 improved communication, and construction of favorable
attitudes and helping behaviors23 toward those in adverse situations that
are alien to our own individual experience, as is often the case in news consumers.
In the illustration on the right-hand side of Figure 1, where subject and
object have become one, the subject runs the risk of losing Rogers’ aforementioned “as-if” condition, feeling that they have become the object,
and are therefore less able to conceive of a response to the situation. This
outcome is otherwise known as “personal distress”24 and can have a contradictory eﬀect to empathy, inducing a feeling of aversion in the subject that
consequently emphasizes the goal of alleviating their own discomfort. It is
worth noting that this theory, attributable to Davis, has its detractors, who
argue that “empathy associated helping can no longer be presumed to be
altruistic because as empathy increases, so does the presence of the self in
the other.”25

Figure 1: Component parts of the empathetic spectrum.

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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Problematizing an empathetic baseline
There are many diﬃculties with capturing empathic performance, hence
questionnaires are often used as proxies for actual behavior. In such cases,
empathy is often considered a trait or inherited characteristic, though it
can diﬀer greatly between diﬀerent situations and interaction partners.
Individual diﬀerences in expressivity and reactivity should also be taken
into account, as should the strong inter-individual diﬀerences in emotional
expressivity and baseline levels of physiological signals.26

Paralinguistic empathetic responses
Tracking nonverbal behavior, such as the position of the head or facial
features and eyebrows relative to the two subjects involved is a commonly
used approach to gauge the extent to which individuals share the same
emotional state.
At a less conspicuous level, our experience of sympathy (prosocial behavior) or personal distress as an empathic response to suﬀering is based
on our ability to self-regulate emotions: a low ability to regulate a response
will likely lead to over-arousal, in turn triggering a self-focused response of
personal distress with the immediate goal of swiftly alleviating it.27 Conversely, individuals with a high ability to regulate their reaction are more
likely to respond with sympathy. A certain amount of arousal is required
for any empathic response at all. Setting a threshold for emotional convergence is critical to ascertaining whether a response is sympathy or personal
distress.
Researchers have linked therapist empathy to physiological synchronization between therapist and client.28 Janssen also used physiological signals
as intimate cues: communicating a heartbeat signal transforms our experience of social situation.29 Madeline Balaam showed feedback on interaction
behavior can enhance interactional synchrony and rapport, but once again
emphasizes the diﬀerence between human-to-human interaction and humanmachine interaction.30
At this juncture, it is essential to highlight the respective diﬀerences
between dispositional (individual diﬀerences between people in their susceptibility to empathy processes) and situational (experienced empathy at

Columbia Journalism School
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specific moments or during specific interactions) factors in an empathetic
response. Our survey was designed to highlight the distinction between
these states, focusing first on which demographic factors demonstrated a
more favorable tendency toward an empathetic response. It then progressed
to examine the specific situational stimuli within a narrative treatment that
trigger any of the responses associated with empathy such as perspectivetaking, emotional impact, or emotional convergence.

360-Degree Video and Empathy
Journalistic practitioners of 360-degree video have referred to empathy in
VR as “the killer metric”31 for impacting viewers and sharing the perspective of another individual. Using the perspective-swapping experience of
“The Machine to be Another,” Maarte Roel, one of the project’s creators,
emphasized that the focus of the experiment was on the relationship between the respective participants, who, thanks to two mirrored VR headsets
and head-mounted cameras, were shown the simultaneous feeds of their
partner as they looked down at their own body. Some argue that this performative aspect of relational empathy is of more value than the individual,
isolated framework that many have misapplied to empathy-driven experiences32 —yet it is only achievable in live spaces with human participants, as
opposed to filmed characters or digitized avatars.

Limitations within 360-degree video
This brings up the inherent problem of how to induce emotional mirroring
between a viewer and subject within a closed, unresponsive system such
as 360-degree video. Face-to-face contact and emotional mirroring is a key
component of building an empathetic response within a social context,33
since it depends on real-time awareness of another individual’s emotional
state. The challenge with assessing empathy through a VR headset in
this way is that the technology is not yet at the level where the filmed
characters in cinematic VR can acknowledge a user’s presence in a scene,
although developments have been made in CG VR using animated pedagogical agents34 to simulate these emotions using digital avatars within an
educational context.
Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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Recognition in a CG environment
Instances where these have been implemented have produced beneficial
results with regard to encouraging student performance under test conditions,35 yet all studies, including those with three-dimensional avatars,
were undertaken in a non-immersive, desktop environment. Furthermore,
the incorporation of a test-based system greatly facilitates the feasibility of
presenting suitable emotional responses. Hardware that monitors gesture,
facial expression, and conversational cues has also been tested36 although
its design and implementation requires extensive resources and dedicated
staﬀ.37
Not only is this beyond the reach of today’s newsrooms, but it’s also
further problematized by the HMD, which obscures a large portion of a
user’s facial gestures. Workarounds in the VR HMD space are being built
by companies such as Fove, which incorporate infrared eye tracking to
detect user gaze direction and heat maps of the most observed areas within
360-degree videos, but the specific content necessary for these platforms
is still limited.38 To that extent, the media is still at a more passive stage,
which can exacerbate feelings of distance or detachment on the part of
the user. Our study investigates this phenomenon through the analysis of
stories with and without first-person characters acting as a guide.

Operationalizing an Empathetic
Response
Among the leading exponents of the form, the lack of interactivity beyond
the ability to control the camera with one’s head movements is still outweighed by an overriding sense of presence, which in turn creates a sense
of proximity to the heart of the story that is harder to achieve in other
media.39 WITNESS program director Sam Gregory argues that empathy
does not necessarily motivate people to take action, instead suggesting VR’s
potential as a tool for activism. Gregory believes this can happen only if
the focus is shifted from empathy to solidarity, based on the power of live
witnessing and co-presence, or “the sense of being somewhere together with
other people,” over a sense of presence alone, or “the sense of being some-

Columbia Journalism School
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where.”40 He argues that by allowing users to interact with experiences in
real time, co-presence could help people move beyond denial and disengagement, and serve as an eﬀective route to user mobilization—for example, as
in the case of frontline activists broadcasting via live 360-degree video.41
Similarly, others warn of the dangers of this heightened sense of proximity to the focal point of a story without any of the typical sensitivities one
would normally be mindful of, which can have an unintended, oppositional
eﬀect: viewers are immersed, but the characters whose perspective they are
supposed to be sharing are excluded.42 This is further exacerbated by the
tendency of many 360-degree videos to utilize post-production techniques
that remove any trace of the original camera rig that shot the footage, further obfuscating the transparency between the subject and viewer43 and
calling into question journalistic ethical standards.

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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Empathetic Response
First, we began with the deconstruction of the umbrella term “empathy”
into a series of qualities that could be quantitatively measured and compared with user responses to each of the three diﬀerent treatments across
three diﬀerent platforms: immersive VR, non-immersive VR, and text.
While various factors were taken in isolation, including presence, information retention, user control, and emotional convergence, a combination
of corresponding questions were chosen to represent a more generalized response to the story stimuli. Each question represented an aspect of aﬀective
and cognitive empathy, as well as measurements of the level of immersion.
The following post-treatment (PT) questions were selected and correlated
for internal consistency, as detailed in Table 2. Given the nature of the
composite format to crafting the empathetic response criteria, an overlap with the five factors being targeted in the respective questions was
expected. Hence a high immersion rating (question PT2.12) correlates directly to a high empathy rating, given that immersion constitutes one-fifth
of the questions that constitute the empathetic response metric.
Table 2: Questions Comprising the Empathetic Response Metric
Question No.
PT2.12

PT4.2

PT4.6

PT6.1
PT6.2

Question
While watching the
video, I was immersed
in the story
To what extent did it
feel like you were physically present in the
story?
How much did you feel
like you experienced
the story from someone
else’s point of view?
Rate your emotional
reaction to the piece
Rate how easy it was to
imagine yourself inside
the story

Quality Measured
Immersion

Presence

Cognitive/perspectivetaking

Aﬀective
Cognitive/perspectivetaking

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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Second, we analyzed participants’ results based on their response to the
treatments to see whether certain demographic features such as gender,
race, education, familiarity with the technology, and news consumption
demonstrate a proclivity toward a higher empathetic response, and the
commonalities between the user and their story’s subject. Are audience
members and subjects of the same age and race more likely to empathize
with each other, for example?
Third, the operationalization of an empathetic response: namely, whether
those who reported high levels of immersion, emotional engagement, and
perspective-taking with the subjects of their story were more likely to
change their behavior and take action as a result. This action was listed
on a spectrum from: wanting to find out more about a specific topic, sharing the story with a friend or family member, donating to a related nongovernmental organization (NGO), or volunteering for a related NGO.

Limitations
There are several limitations to acknowledge in this study, encompassing
the scope of study, methodology, and data collection methods. No research
institution was involved in the recruitment phase of the survey, meaning
that the number of subjects was not evenly distributed across gender-based
lines. Our sample was instead based on the availability of members of the
public at three locations around New York and their willingness to take
part. This likely led to a bias toward younger participants who were more
interested in experimenting with the new technology on oﬀer. Given that
the younger adult demographic is among the highest of the target audiences
for virtual reality and related computer-generated experiences,44 and similarly constitute a large proportion of the target audience that newsrooms
are aiming at, this bias was actually seen as potentially advantageous.
For the follow-up questions that constitute phases two and three of the
survey, respondents were sent two respective emails based on the email address they used to fill out their consent form. Of the 180 respondents, three
declined to add their email addresses, two did not have their own email
address, and fifteen emails were inactive or bounced back the follow-up request. Panel attrition, in the case of those who took part in the first round
Columbia Journalism School
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but neglected to fill out the follow-up responses, is a common problem with
longitudinal studies of this nature.45 However, the advantages of comparing the data of within-subject change in order to track the evolution of
individual opinion provided enough evidence and insight to merit the practice, regardless of the lower numbers. While this approach has a somewhat
weaker claim to causality, the temporal ordering of the measurement renders it preferable to purely observational study on a one-oﬀ basis.46 Within
the scope of the longitudinal study, participants were only asked about
their likelihood of taking further action, changing their attitude toward certain topics, or looking further into related subjects—and thus are ratings of
behavior and not behavior themselves.
Individual diﬀerences in expressivity and reactivity should also be taken
into account. There are strong inter-individual diﬀerences in emotional
expressivity and baseline levels of physiological signals that will aﬀect the
range of responses from participants.

Treatments
In order to preserve consistency between treatments, all three of the 360degree video treatments were produced by HuﬀPost RYOT, a video production agency specializing in 360-degree content. The goal was to select three
contrasting treatments of 360-degree video from its archive: one without
a visible main protagonist, one with, and one with several interchangeable
protagonists. Male and female protagonists were deliberately chosen (in
Seeking Home and Growing Up Girl, respectively) to examine diﬀerences
in audiences of contrasting genders, and a third, Act in Paris, was included
for its lack of an on-camera narrator despite accompanying narration from
Jared Leto. All of the 360-degree videos were shot on location and shared
a similar duration: 4:20 minutes (Growing Up Girl), 5:35 minutes (Seeking
Home), and 3:55 minutes (Act in Paris). All of the videos were in English,
with minimal background music and no computer-generated special eﬀects.
Despite the commonalities in production, diﬀerences in the way that
scenes were shot, voiceovers recorded, and narratives designed were inevitable. Similarly, the text treatments were originally conceived as direct
transcriptions of the VR treatments, but after piloting were deemed too dry
and descriptive in relation to the style of the other treatments. In response,
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the text treatments were revised to adopt a more similar tone to the videos,
focusing more on the narrative and establishing dramatic interest.
The first and most important quality was the structure of the video: all
three videos were guided by a narrator who acted as a guide to the visuals
that appear in front of the user.
Table 3: 360-Degree VR Treatment Stories Used in This Study
Seeking Home

Growing Up Girl

Act in Paris

Collaboration with
RYOT and AP; covers
life inside “the jungle”
refugee camp in Calais,
France
Day in the life of a girl
on the Kenya/Tanzania
border
Collaboration between
RYOT and the Sierra
Club; set in Alaska;
narrated by Jared Leto

Character-driven
(male), http://www.
vrideo.com/watch/
99gZOqy
Character-driven
(female), http:
//littlstar.com/videos/
efb7ba22
Non-character-driven
(voiceover only),
https://littlstar.com/
videos/7520bc25

Text article (control): Participants were given a transcript of the
video in question, adapted to suit the text-only format, which was also
accompanied by screenshots from the respective video.
Non-immersive, desktop experience: Following a brief explanation
of the controls, participants were given a laptop and set of headphones and
told to use either the mouse or cursor keys to control their viewing angle
within the video.
Immersive gear VR experience: Following a brief explanation, participants were seated in a swivel chair and an HMD (the Samsung Gear VR
headset) was placed on their head, along with headphones. They were encouraged to use their head and rotation in the chair to control their viewing
angle within the video.
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Procedures
Three separate instances were used to measure the mediating eﬀect, having
established a baseline to indicate the moderating eﬀect of individual trait
diﬀerences.
Table 4: Phases of Data Collection
Survey
Demographic survey
and phase one of survey
Phase two of survey

Time Administered
Before and after the
treatments
Two weeks after phase
one

Phase three of survey

Five weeks after phase
one

Purpose
Baseline demographics
and immediate eﬀects
First follow-up to measure information retention and short-term
impact
Second follow-up to
measure information
retention and long-term
impact

Data Collection
Phase one of data collection took place on November 17 and 18, 2016,
within private conference rooms at the Made in NY Media Center by IFP
at 30 John Street, Brooklyn, New York 11201, a communal work space in
the heart of one of New York’s busiest media production centers. Phase
two of the study was conducted on November 28 and 29, 2016, on the sixth
floor of Pulitzer Hall on the Columbia University campus grounds on the
Upper West Side of Manhattan, which accounts for the high proportion
of student participation. This was deliberately countered by situating the
other two data collection sites in commercial spaces. Phase three was conducted on December 9 and 10, 2016, in a conference room in the New York
oﬃces of the Harmony Institute in lower Manhattan at 54 West 21st Street,
Suite 310, New York, New York 10010.
However, this in turn necessitated the physical presence of potential
participants in one of the three recruitment spaces in New York: Dumbo,
Brooklyn; Chelsea, Manhattan; and Columbia University, Manhattan.
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Flyers were posted around these areas to encourage participants to come
forward, but required additional on-the-street canvassing in order to garner
the suﬃcient number of participants.
Initial demographic data was collected from each participant, along
with information on their experience with virtual reality. This data was
used as a comparative baseline for the remainder of our research. Subjects
were then exposed to one of nine treatments—either watching one of three
videos in two-dimensional screen format or three-dimensional virtual reality headsets, or reading one of three transcripts derived from the same
stories. After viewing the film/reading, participants were given a posttreatment questionnaire asking them specific questions about the characters
and events they had viewed or read about, and their reactions to it.
The goal of the data collected from these questionnaires was to discern
the reaction to the events participants had seen or read about, and to explicitly understand whether the subject remembered details of characters
and events presented to them. A final part of the survey was designed to
measure whether and to what degree participants might take a broad range
of actions based on what they had seen. It also questioned whether they
would have taken action on the topics in the film/transcript if they had not
viewed the experience.

Data Analysis Software and Process
The data analysis primarily utilized SPSS and Excel. The raw data was
collected in Survey Monkey and exported as an Excel file, which was then
imported into SPSS format and recoded.
To cluster data, Cronbach’s alpha was used to answer the sub-questions
(see Appendix I). Cronbach’s alpha is an internal consistency measure
that quantifies how closely related a set of items are as a group and is a
standardized measure of scale reliability.47 The data was tested with ttests, chi-squared tests, one-way ANOVA, and correlations between various
factors using Pearson’s correlation tests, as well as for multiple regressions.
Additionally, descriptive statistics, graphs, tables, and histograms were
plotted through SPSS and used for exploring the data further.
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The first round of the survey was completed by 182 participants who
fit the sample criteria. Two participants were disqualified due to language
issues, leaving 180 participants.

Gender
Of those 180 participants, sixty-nine were women and 111 men, representing a gender balance of 38.3 to 61.7 percent. U.S. Census data from 201548
estimated the total female population at 51 percent, a discrepancy that
highlights a preference toward virtual reality technology amongst men over
women.

Age
The overall age range of participants had a noticeably younger bias, with
the older generation under-represented. We recognize the bias toward a
younger audience in our sample, with 71.7 percent of the total responses
coming from millennials aged eighteen to thirty-four. We feel this corresponds to the heightened amount of interest in emerging technology among
younger populations. This study does not prove that all younger audiences are interested in virtual reality; it only suggests a link between these
younger audiences and VR consumption trends, as evidenced by consumer
research reports conducted by Greenlight VR.49 For further tests, the age
groups were combined into four major groups: college-aged students, eighteen to twenty-four; young adults, twenty-five to thirty-four; middle-aged
adults, thirty-five to forty-four; and those aged forty-five years and above.

Education
Of our participants, 42.8 percent reported they were currently enrolled
full-time in college or at a university. Furthermore, the distribution of education shows that while 21.1 percent reached high school graduation as
their highest level of education, 25.6 percent had attended college, 28.3 percent had graduated from a bachelor’s program, and 22.8 percent had postgraduate qualifications. Only four percent had not graduated from high
school, reflecting a bias toward an educated sample. This is attributable
to the three diﬀerent locations at which the survey was conducted, one of
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Figure 2: Bar chart of age distribution (sample size 180).

which was Columbia University, as well as the ten-dollar incentive to take
part in the study.

Ethnicity/nationality
The baseline language was English, with sixty-nine people speaking a second language (twenty-seven speaking Spanish), twelve people speaking two
foreign languages, and six people speaking three or more foreign languages.
This was not surprising, due to the diverse distribution of nationalities
in New York.50 The majority of respondents were Caucasian (forty-four
percent), followed by African-American (nineteen percent), Asian or AsianAmerican (fifteen percent), and Hispanic (twelve percent), with the remaining ten percent listed as Other or preferring not to answer.
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Household income levels
Corresponding to the younger age groups, the average household income
was under the New York five-borough average of 66,175 dollars,51 with 52.8
percent having an annual household income under 50,000 dollars.

Figure 3: Bar chart of household income distribution (sample size 180).

Political views
As expected from young, educated participants,52 57.8 percent were politically liberal or very liberal, followed by 22.2 percent who identified as
moderate, and only one percent as conservative. This reflects the emphasis
on a younger demographic in the survey, as well as the higher number of
respondents still in education. Of our respondents, thirty-six percent saw
themselves as neither, or not interested, and five percent declined to answer
the question.
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Empathetic Response
The immersive format produced a marginally higher empathetic score (5.2
out of seven on the Likert Scale) over the non-immersive format (5.06),
and both were above the 4.3 that the mean text treatment received. This
corroborates the hypothesis that the immersive VR format is more eﬀective
at producing an empathetic response.
Comparing the means of the three stories in a sample t-test shows that,
with 0.000 significance, Growing Up Girl produced a slightly more empathetic response with a mean of 5.25 compared to the other two experiences,
Act in Paris and Seeking Home.

Level of Immersion
Tests showed no significant diﬀerence between the VR immersive and nonimmersive treatments, but just that the text format was significantly less
powerful than either in terms of its level of immersion. This disproves the
hypothesis that an immersive format would prove more immersive than a
non-immersive format, and emphasizes the similarity in terms of perceived
user experience between head-mounted and desktop-based, two-dimensional
virtual reality. It also highlights the disparity between both virtual reality formats and the text control treatments, as is clear from the graph in
Figure 4.
There is a significance of α= 10-3 that participants’ level of immersion
varies from the sense of closeness to a narrator. People who trusted the
narrator a moderately strong amount (mean = 5.06) or very strongly (mean
= 5.73) felt more immersed in the experience compared to those whose
level of trust was moderately weak (mean = 2.5) to a little weak (mean =
3.56).
An ANOVA test using the same immersion mean as above shows highly
significant diﬀerences between diﬀerent categories (α =10-3), allowing researchers to ascertain which stories in which formats created the highest
sense of immersion. As expected from Figure 5, the text treatments produced a significantly lower level of immersion than the virtual reality equivalents.
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Figure 4: Level of immersion across treatments (sample size 180).

Researchers found no significant diﬀerence between the stories or treatments and their perceived level of interactivity. However, after comparing
means, results show that the immersive Seeking Home treatment was an
outlier compared to the other immersive treatments. This might be the result of the refugee crisis’s high profile in mainstream media coverage, which
led users to feel disinterested in the story and therefore less likely to be
aﬀected by it.

Emotional Impact
The level of emotional impact was measured using questions PT6.1, PT6.2,
and PT6.3 to test the hypothesis that immersive treatments have more
emotional impact on the user than non-immersive treatments. Performing
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Figure 5: Average immersion levels associated with various treatments (sample= 180).

a Cronbach’s alpha test to measure internal consistency generated a satisfactory result of α = 0.719. These variables were then combined to create
an “emotional impact mean.” Analyzing the participants’ evaluations of
immersive and non-immersive treatments, our research assumes that the
diﬀerence between the scale items is equal. Performing an ANOVA test,
researchers instead found that immersive treatments do not create significantly more emotional impact than non-immersive treatments. However, it
was clear that both the immersive and non-immersive treatments caused a
significantly more emotional reaction among users than the text treatment,
as is clear from Figure 6.
This was also reflected across the range of stories, with one outlier in
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Figure 6: Emotional impact across treatments (sample size 180).

the form of the non-immersive Growing Up Girl story, which was the only
treatment to outperform all other formats.

Cognitive Absorption
The cognitive absorption level was measured according to the process described in Appendix I with the questions PT2.8, PT2.9, PT2.10, PT2.11,
PT2.13, PT2.14, and PT2.15 to test the hypothesis that the virtual reality treatments would score higher in cognitive absorption than the text
treatments, given their higher levels of immersion and emotional impact.
Performing a Cronbach’s alpha test to measure internal consistency generated a good result of α = 0.830, allowing researchers to combine these
variables into the “cognitive absorption mean.” The overall mean of 4.5012
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Figure 7: Emotion impact across stories and treatments (sample size 180).

corresponded to “a little strong” when rounded up to a five out of seven on
the Likert Scale. With a significance of α = 10-3, there was a marked difference between the text treatment and the non-immersive and immersive
treatments, corroborating the hypothesis that users were more absorbed
during the virtual reality treatments.

Interaction
In terms of reported levels of interaction, there was a marked diﬀerence between the text treatment and the non-immersive and immersive treatments,
corroborating the hypothesis that users were more absorbed during the
virtual reality treatments. In the case of the HMD immersive treatment,
this could be attributed to the nature of the device itself, since the SamTow Center for Digital Journalism
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Figure 8: Cognitive absorption levels in relation to story format (sample size 180).

sung Gear 360 viewing goggles obscure any other visual or auditory stimuli,
forcing users to focus on the view through the stereoscopic lenses. We were
surprised to find the similarity in levels of cognitive absorption between
immersive and non-immersive formats, given that the view of the latter was
via an unobstructed 2D laptop screen, leaving the potential for distraction
significantly higher than the immersive format.

Enjoyment Levels
The contrast between both the virtual reality treatments and the text
treatment is clear in Figure 9, corroborating the hypothesis that participants found the former more enjoyable than the latter. The text received a
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four out of seven (neither enjoyable nor unenjoyable), while the immersive
and non-immersive registered as “slightly enjoyable.”

Figure 9: Level of enjoyment across story formats (sample size 180).

When mapped against the corresponding stories, immersive Act in Paris,
covering climate change, was found to be the most enjoyable, with the text
treatment of Seeking Home the least. As is clear from the graph in Figure
10, Seeking Home consistently scores lower than the two other treatments
across all formats. Interestingly, the immersive treatment for Seeking Home
underperforms against the non-immersive treatment—the only treatment
to do so—which suggests that users prefer the distance of an interactive,
two-dimensional version on a desktop computer to the fully immersive,
head-mounted alternative when it comes to viewing scenes that aren’t
objectively enjoyable. Despite the fact that the subject matter contains
a grave warning about the dangers of climate change, Act in Paris does
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feature appealing footage of a boat ride through glaciers in Alaska, which
clearly appealed more to audiences than the squalor of the Calais refugee
camp featured in Seeking Home.

Figure 10: Level of enjoyment across story formats and treatments (sample size 180).

User Comfort Level
Questions relating to the user’s level of comfort were only posed to the participants of the immersive and non-immersive treatments to confirm the
hypothesis that the immersive treatments created a more comfortable experience for the user than did the non-immersive. No significant diﬀerence
was found between the treatments and the level of comfort (α = 0.077),
however the ANOVA data suggests that the content is what constitutes the
significant diﬀerence between the immersive Act in Paris and immersive
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Seeking Home, and not the format of viewing experiences (α = 0.057). This
reinforces the point made in the previous section pertaining to enjoyment
levels: When placed inside scenes featuring poor conditions and poverty,
users feel uncomfortable, almost in direct synchronicity with their level of
enjoyment. This was manifested across the Growing Up Girl and Seeking
Home treatments, while Act in Paris scored consistently higher. The data
challenged the original hypothesis, confirming that it is the content of the
story that aﬀects users comfort more directly than the format in which it is
presented. As is clear from the graph in Figure 10, there are two instances
where the non-immersive treatments are rated more comfortable than their
immersive equivalents.

Narrator Trust
The level of trust in the narrator during the treatments was measured in
accordance with the methodology laid out in the Methodology section, using question PT4.5 to test the hypothesis that participants were more likely
to trust the narrator in the immersive treatments, given their heightened
sense of proximity to them through the HMD. Analysis shows that there
are significant diﬀerences between treatments in the participants’ level of
trust in the narrator. The narrators in the immersive and non-immersive
treatments were found to be significantly more trustworthy than the authors of the text treatments (α = 0.003). Data suggests that participants
experiencing Growing Up Girl across any of the three formats trusted the
narrator the most, as the graph in Figure 11 demonstrates. Another important finding is the low performance of Act in Paris, which scores consistently low on narrator trust. Researchers attribute this to the lack of a
visible narrator during the treatment: the narrator, celebrity Jared Leto,
is heard only in voiceover and does not make a physical appearance in the
scene, unlike the characters who are introduced in Growing Up Girl and
Seeking Home.
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Figure 11: Level of narrator trust correlated to story formats/treatments
(sample size 180).
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Links between Treatment and
Empathetic Response
The immersive VR format produced a marginally higher empathetic score
(5.2 out of seven on the Likert Scale) over the non-immersive scale (5.06),
and both were above the 4.3 that the mean text treatment received. This
corroborates the hypothesis that the virtual reality formats are more eﬀective at producing an empathetic response than the text, albeit by a small
(one factor on a seven-factor scale) margin.
There was a noticeably higher score in the measurement of immersion for
immersive and non-immersive treatments, both of which received positive
senses of presence, versus the text treatment, which received a mean of
neither positive nor negative (3.9/seven on the Likert Scale). A statistically
significant relationship was found to exist between the participant’s level
of immersion and their desire to take action. Interestingly, those with a
reported immersion level of five out of seven on the Likert Scale responded
“very strongly” in terms of their motivation to take action: higher than
that saw the motivation level drop a full point. This supports the thesis
that over-immersion in stories can actually hinder an audience’s desire to
remain motivated after the end of the narrative.
Another important distinction that was noted between the VR treatments versus the text control was the level of user motivation to find out
more about the subject, which also highlighted the correlation to emotional
impact. Those who received the text treatment were thirteen to eighteen
percent less likely to find out more about the subject when compared to the
immersive/non-immersive treatments.
Data was inconclusive as to which treatment or format was most effective at prompting users to question their previously held attitudes and
change their opinion on a topic. Thirty-three percent of users were unlikely
to change their minds, thirty-one percent would stay the same, and thirtysix percent were likely to change their minds. However, it is worth noting
that given the inclination toward a predominantly liberal survey group,
with a fifty-eight percent majority identifying as liberal, the pieces already
presented a narrative that conformed with the worldview of the majority.
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Advantages of Immersive VR
Treatments
As the data analysis shows, both the immersive and non-immersive treatments generated a higher combined empathy score than the text-only control treatment. Data suggests that the immersive treatment outperforms
the non-immersive treatment, although the diﬀerence between the two
was not found to be statistically significant. One other important statistic was the diﬀerence in the level of perspective-taking across each of the
three story formats: immersive and non-immersive respondents rated their
treatments a full point higher (five and seven, respectively) than their textassigned counterparts.
There was found to be no significant diﬀerence between audience response to the head-mounted immersive treatments versus the desktopbased, non-immersive treatment when analyzed on their perceived level of
interactivity. However, comparing means, results showed that the immersive
format of Seeking Home was an outlier, with a lower-than-average perception of interactivity, albeit one that still registered as four (neither positive
nor negative) out of a possible seven on the Likert Scale. This demonstrates
a link between the narrative of a story and the perceived interactivity of a
story: participants saturated by stories of refugees actually had a less immersive experience in the HMD than those experiencing the story via the
desktop.
This was also echoed in the reported level of participant enjoyment
when it came to the respective treatments, in which the combined mean
of participants agreed a little (5.5 out of seven on the Likert Scale) that
immersive treatments were enjoyable, just ahead of the non-immersive
versions, but registered only ambivalence (four) for the text treatments.
When taken separately, the level of immersion directly correlated with a
significance of 0.000 to the level of enjoyment, which in turn correlated to
the level of empathetic response. However, the large number of outliers (see
Figure 10) suggests the ambiguity between participant enjoyment of the
experience while witnessing the suﬀering within the experience, which in
itself points to an empathetic response.
One such related example was the mean for the enjoyment of immersive
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experiences, which was heavily aﬀected by the low ratings of the Seeking
Home refugee experience: an ambivalent (four) rating, compared to the
two other immersive treatments, which scored six out of seven, respectively.
Seeking Home performed equally badly in the non-immersive and text
treatments, scoring least across all formats, confirming a bias against the
subject matter—which again might be attributed to high media coverage of
the topic.
On a related note, the emotional response to some of the pieces had a
strong, direct correlation to levels of empathy, particularly in terms of registering an upset or negative emotional reaction. This calls into question
the inherently dispositional and ambiguous nature of a user’s relationship
with the content, and the diﬃculty of classifying an immersive depiction
of a news event as troubling yet compelling, or well produced but upsetting and unenjoyable. Investigating further, it was found that the level of
comfort was consistently lower in Seeking Home across the immersive and
non-immersive treatments, suggesting a link between the subject matter
and the viewer’s discomfort, compared to both the climate change and subSaharan Africa narratives. In particular, the ANOVA data’s suggestion of
a significant diﬀerence between the immersive treatment of Act in Paris,
which scored highest in comfort level at over six out of seven, versus Seeking Home at 4.5 out of seven brings up the question of whether being privy
to a visible narrator’s conspicuous plight causes discomfort.
The relationship to the narrator is another key factor in fostering a sense
of empathy and engagement with the narrative, and one that is aﬀected
by the format in which the narrative is presented. Another significant contributing factor is the narrator’s visibility on screen and their consistent
presence throughout the scenes: even the use of a voiceover as opposed to
including the narrator in a shot can cause a significant decrease in narrator
trust. The data also suggests that the narrators in both the immersive and
non-immersive treatments were seen as more trustworthy than that of the
writer in the text control, although that too may have to do with the use of
audio over the written word.
In terms of cognitive absorption, a similar pattern to the enjoyment metrics mentioned above emerged (see Figure 8) with regard to the relative
success of each story in holding the user’s attention. Growing Up Girl and
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Act in Paris scored similarly positively (five out of seven on the scale) in
the immersive treatment, with Seeking Home generating a more ambiguous
four out of seven. This diﬀerence is more marked in comparison with the
text treatment, which saw its lowest performer, the text treatment of Seeking Home, generating a mean of 3.5. We suggest that this might be due to
the large number of characters and diﬀerent scenes that audiences are presented with, lacking the consistency of a single, unifying character or voice,
as was the case with the other two narratives.
The diﬀerence between the HMD immersive version and the non-immersive
format’s capacity for producing a sense of presence was shown to not be
statistically significant. Both VR treatments, however, were stronger than
the text control treatment. Personal relevance was also not shown to be
conclusive, demonstrated by the lack of correlation between interest in subject matter and the empathetic response, or in demographic commonalities
such as age, education level, or gender.
Another significant factor to take into account when analyzing participants’ level of immersion is their sense of closeness to a narrator. Respondents who trusted the narrator moderately strongly (mean = 5.06) or
very strongly (mean = 5.73) felt more immersed compared to those whose
trust was registered as moderately weakly (mean = 2.5) to a little weakly
(mean = 3.56). There is also a significant diﬀerence between participants
who trust the moderator a little strongly (mean = 4.24) compared to very
strongly, confirming once more the importance of the narrator. It is also
significant that the level of trust in the narrator was significantly diminished by not including them in the frame of the shot, as was the case in Act
in Paris, which featured a voiceover track but no visual representation of
the narrator, Jared Leto. Growing Up Girl, which conversely featured the
same consistent protagonist in every scene, clearly outperformed the two
other stories. This was also the case in the category of perspective-taking:
Growing Up Girl scored the highest overall mean in both the immersive
and non-immersive treatments, as well as the highest in its category.
In terms of demographics in relation to self-reported levels of empathy,
there were significant discrepancies between self-perceptions of empathetic
qualities on the original baseline tests versus actual responses to the treat-
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ments, which were often not nearly as high on the spectrum as participants
anticipated.
This is further corroborated by the evidence suggesting that those who
consume news less frequently—as little as one to two times a month—are
more likely to respond empathetically to stories than those who consume
news on a daily basis. A similar correlation between the frequency of technology usage and empathetic response was also observed: The data suggests
that the less exposure to technology and less familiar with a story a user is,
the more emotional impact it will have and the more likely their response
to it will be empathetic. One example of this correlation between the familiarity with topics and the level of empathetic response was applied to the
climate change piece, Act in Paris, in which those who responded as least
interested in the topic actually registered the most empathetic response.
Conversely, those who reported a general interest in climate change did not
respond empathetically to the story, which suggests that these stories are
best directed at newcomers to particular topics, or utilized as introductory
pieces to new stories.
Data suggests that middle-income audiences are especially suited to 360degree videos, while higher income populations might be more resistant. It
also supports the hypothesis that women are more likely to change their
behavior following an empathetic response to a treatment than men. Regarding individual trait diﬀerences in the self-reported baseline empathetic
response (phase one), no significant correlation was found between gender,
age, or education in terms of predisposition to an empathetic response.

Short- and Long-Term Results
In the second phase of data collection, two weeks after the initial survey,
there was a strong correlation between those who had registered an empathetic response and their ability to remember the story. The third phase of
data collection, five weeks after the initial survey, showed a significant dropoﬀ in the ability of participants to recall the story of the text treatment
versus the immersive and non-immersive treatments, which performed identically with a mean of 4.7 out of the seven-factor Likert Scale. This might
be attributed to the novelty of the technology, the emotional impact of the
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virtual reality experience, or the contrast the VR formats aﬀorded the user
compared to the bulk of other text-based information they are accustomed
to reading. Suggestive patterns from the data in terms of long-term behavioral changes were problematized by the attrition in responses over phases
two and three.
Although the diﬀerence between the immersive and non-immersive treatments was not statistically significant at a diﬀerence of only five percent—
though interestingly, the non-immersive format proved to be the biggest
driver in motivation for taking political or social action—the VR treatments clearly outperformed the text control treatment by thirteen percent
and eighteen percent, respectively, in terms of gauging participant’s desire
to take further action after experiencing the story.
Data analysis concludes that while there is no significant diﬀerence between immersive and non-immersive VR in relation to taking political or
social action, both formats surpassed text in their ability to motivate audiences to change their behavior. None of the treatments saw a statistically
significant rise in participants’ desire to volunteer or donate money to a
cause.
There was only a minor diﬀerence in the reported levels of cognitive
absorption between the immersive and non-immersive treatments. Immersive treatments recorded a higher consistent level of absorption, and text
treatments scored lowest, with most respondents admitting an ambivalent
(neither positive nor negative) response to the text control.

Takeaways
Beginning with a reflection on the importance of the immersive versus
non-immersive format, it is clearly demonstrated that the immersive and
non-immersive treatments outperformed the text control. As predicted in
the hypothesis, immersion, sense of control, and interactivity are critical
to empathy, although they aren’t objectively quantifiable factors: they are
heavily influenced by the user’s perceived relationship to the choice of topic
and their level of familiarity with the source material. Similarly, presence is
best established through immersive, head-mounted displays, but immersion
isn’t the only route to producing empathy or facilitating perspective-taking.
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One of the risks with the HMD immersive treatment is the added chance of
causing discomfort in the viewer, which significantly reduces an empathetic
response. Considerations such as the level of interaction required, as well as
scene duration, are critical in ensuring a smooth, intelligible experience that
does not overwhelm the user.
In terms of story, content is still king. The choice of narrative and content influences and outweighs the actual interactive aﬀordances within an
experience. The protagonist’s inclusion is also highly significant and greatly
facilitates memory retention of the story over time, in addition to being a
proven means of fostering perspective-taking and emotional impact. Data
suggests the more people are interested in a topic, the more likely they are
to remember it two and five weeks later—although this level of interest is a
dependent on a variety of external factors such as their preexisting level of
exposure to the topic and their personal or political beliefs.
The highest empathetic response was registered by users who were unfamiliar with the stories, suggesting the medium’s eﬀectiveness of introducing
a new topic or VR’s suitability for targeting infrequent news consumers.
Audiences that find stories pleasant are far more likely to remember them
in the long term, which also suggests an interesting correlation between
palatability and impact. This in turn raises a number of ethical questions
around user-aversion levels and the extent to which users should be shielded
from potentially traumatic or upsetting content when experiencing it in this
new, immersive format. Last but not least, user levels of empathy do lead
to a higher likelihood of audiences taking action in the long term, but the
diﬀerence, while statistically significant, is minimal.
In terms of the implications for newsrooms, choose a narrator in your
360-degree videos whom users trust, or include a consistent voice throughout. Establish a trusting relationship between audiences and the same
single protagonist by including them in every scene. Be cautious about
showing too many scenes that can cause viewer discomfort; an overabundance of scenes showing harsh conditions and suﬀering can drastically aﬀect
both user comfort and enjoyment, causing a drop in long-term memory
recall and engagement. Research recommends interspersing such scenes
with less charged and more neutral material to counterbalance the eﬀect.
Focus on less well-known topics that audiences aren’t as familiar with, as
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lack of user interest in a topic cannot be compensated for in terms of the
production value or storytelling alone.
Focus on the emotional aspect of pieces, but be careful not to overwhelm
the viewer, which can trigger a panic response and disengagement from the
material. Provide clear guidance on sharing VR stories, as audiences are
still unfamiliar with how to do so once they have finished viewing the experience. And remember that VR is by no means a catch-all solution for instilling empathy in users. Like any medium employed in the nuanced craft
of storytelling, its power lies not only in journalists’ flair for storytelling,
but also in audiences’ dispositional and contextual aﬃnity for particular
topics, which is as vulnerable to over-saturation as any other medium.

Outlook
This study touched on a number of factors that merit further investigation.
Principal among them is a comparison of CG VR and cinematic VR treatments to compare and contrast levels of immersion, presence, and emotional
impact in real time, and responsively rendered virtual environments versus pre-rendered spherical video. Comparing interactions with characters
produced using volumetrically generated, three-dimensional video inside
CG environments versus characters represented using 360-degree cameras
would aﬀord researchers a deeper level of metrics in relation to immersion,
narrator trust, user control, and emotional impact. It would also allow for
greater flexibility in terms of constraining the level of user agency required,
which would be a key metric for isolating the optimum amount of interactivity required for maximum emotional impact and presence.
Crucial to this aspect of cross-platform comparison would be securing
the means to co-produce the respective treatments in parallel, to ensure as
minimal a discrepancy between narratives as possible. This would mean
producing, recording, and editing the treatments on a similar timeline and
ensuring they met a number of consistent qualities, including duration,
number of scenes, number of characters, and so forth.
The component conditions that constitute the empathetic response also
require further elaboration, and the incorporation of biofeedback devices
such as blood volume pulse, heart rate variability, electrodermal activColumbia Journalism School
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ity measuring stress response, and skin temperature. In addition, a more
granular approach to measuring participant memory recall of the narrative would provide further details of the nature of information that is best
retained, and which particular aspects are most tied to emotional impact,
interactions, or sense of presence. Similarly, a framework for allowing users
to donate to a cause or sign up for a newsletter could also be integrated
into the longitudinal responses, in place of a question gauging their willingness to do so.
Lastly, tighter controls during the recruitment process would ensure a
representative sample size that meets prescribed gender, age, and ethic
levels, as well as designating specific subsets of users whose familiarity with
specific news stories and technology can be more accurately mapped. This
would be more beneficial if conducted in multiple locations around the
United States to ensure as diverse a survey sample as possible.
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Do more immersive HMD VR treatments generate a heightened empathetic response by establishing a mediating eﬀect, whereby VR induces
presence and personal relevance to a topic area, thereby generating empathy? Is this response reduced in a non-immersive VR treatment?
X –> M –> Y (mediating eﬀect, where X is the user, and Y is
an empathetic response)
Or, do VR treatments always produce an empathetic response, albeit one
influenced by an individual user’s dispositional trait diﬀerences?iv
X –> Y/M (moderating eﬀect, where X is the user, and Y is
the empathetic response, moderated by M, demographic diﬀerences)
Or, is the eﬀect of the treatment influenced by both the user’s personal
traits and the environment in which they view the experience?
X –> Y/M + S (where X is the user, Y is the empathetic response, moderated by demographic diﬀerences and situational
factors)
In this experiment, the independent variable is empathy, while the dependent variables are level of engagement, demographic profile, sense of
presence, emotional engagement, news consumption habits, familiarity with
the technology and story, and relationship to the narrator.

Sub-questions
• Question 1: Is the level of empathetic response subject to a moderating eﬀect that is influenced by individual trait diﬀerences, such as user
demographic and familiarity with the technology involved?
• Question 2: In the case of users fulfilling the criteria for empathy, does
an empathetic response lead to higher levels of engagement and greater
iv. A moderator is a qualitative (a demographic quality such as race or gender) variable that aﬀects the relationship between two variables. A mediator variable accounts
for the relationship between the independent or predictor variable and the dependent or
criterion variable. Reuben M. Baron and David A. Kenny, “The Moderator-Mediator
Variable Distinction in Social Psychological Research: Conceptual, Strategic, and Statistical Considerations,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, no. 6 (1986): 1173–
1182, http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.169.4836&rep=rep1&
type=pdf
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likelihood of a positive behavioral change in the user as a result? How
long does this behavioral change last?
• Question 3: What are the diﬀerences in audience responses to immersive versus non-immersive VR treatments?
• Question 4: Is it possible to quantify the eﬀectiveness of immersive
HMD VR stories versus non-immersive VR stories for generating empathetic responses in audiences?
• Question 5: What are the specific demographic traits of users most
interested in and influenced by virtual reality experiences?

Survey Data Collected
Except where designated below, responses were collected on a seven-point
Likert Scale, where one was the smallest/weakest factor and seven the
largest or strongest.
Demographics
Measurement
Gender
Age
Education

Q No.
D2
D3
D4

University

D5

Race
Language

D6
D7

Household Income

D8

Political view

D9

Columbia Journalism School

Items
What is your gender?
What is your age?
What is your highest
level of education?
Are you currently enrolled in a university?
What race are you?
What languages do you
speak?
What is your estimated
total household income?
What is your political
view?
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Demographics (cont’d)
Measurement
Use of VR headset

Q No.
D10

Frequency of
videogaming

D11

Amount of VR
experiences

D12

News consumption

D13

Interest in specific news
topics

D14.1
D14.2
D14.3

TIPI Personality test—
rate yourself on the
following:
Extroverted/enthusiastic
Critical/quarrelsome
Dependable/selfdisciplined
Anxious/easily upset
Open to new experiences/complex
Reserved/quiet
Sympathetic/warm
Disorganized/careless
Emotionally stable
Conventional/uncreative

Items
Have you used any current commercial virtual
reality headsets including, but not limited
to, Google Cardboard,
Oculus Rift, Samsung
Gear VR, HTC Vive, or
PlayStation VR within
the last year?
On average, how often
do you play videogames,
including mobile,
PC/Mac, or console?
How many VR experiences have you had (via
mobile, desktop/laptop,
or console)?
How frequently do you
consume the news?
How interested are you
in: Climate change
Refugee crisis
Gender equality in
Sub-Saharan Africa

D15

D15.1
D15.2
D15.3
D15.4
D15.5
D15.6
D15.7
D15.8
D15.9
D15.10
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Empathy Quotient Test
Measurement
Here are some other
statements about you.
Please rate the extent
to which you agree
or disagree with that
statement. You should
rate the extent to which
the statements apply
to you. (1 = Disagree
strongly, 2 = Disagree
moderately, 3 = Disagree a little, 4 = Neither agree nor disagree,
5 = Agree a little, 6 =
Agree moderately, 7 =
Agree strongly)
Ease of putting yourself
in someone’s shoes
Good at predicting
someone’s feelings
Good at predicting if
someone in a group feels
awkward
Other people tell me
I’m good at knowing
how they’re feeling
Hard to know what to
do in social situation
Hard to judge if this is
rude or polite
Hard to see why things
upset people
Other people say I’m
insensitive

Q No.
D16

D16.1
D16.2
D16.3

D16.4

D16.5
D16.6
D16.7
D16.8
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Davis Empathy Test
Measurement
When I watch a good
movie, I can easily put
myself in the place of a
leading character
When I am reading
an interesting story or
novel, I imagine how I
would feel if the events
in the story were happening to me
When watching a movie
I feel like I am one of
the characters
I am usually not objective when I watch
a movie or play, and
I often get completely
caught up in it
When reading a book
I get involved with the
feelings of the characters in a novel

Q No.
D16.9

D16.10

D16.11

D16.12

D16.13

Interactivity - Post-Treatment
Measurement
Perceived interactivity/user control

Q No.
PT2.1

Freedom of choice

PT2.2

Actions decided my
experience

PT2.3

Content was interactive

PT2.4

Structure was interactive
Interacting with video
was fun

PT2.5
PT2.6

Items
I felt that I had a lot of
control over my experience of the story
While experiencing the
story, I could freely
choose what I wanted to
see
My actions decided the
kind of experience I
received
The content of the story
was interactive
The structure of the
story was interactive
I had fun interacting
with the video
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Cognitive Absorption
Measurement
Video’s features provided me with enjoyment
User was bored

Q No.
PT2.7

Curiosity was aroused

PT2.9

Block out distractions

PT2.10

Absorbed in content

PT2.11

Immersion in story

PT2.12

Was easily distracted

PT2.13

Time went by quickly

PT2.14

Lost track of time

PT2.15

PT2.8

Columbia Journalism School

Items
The video’s features
provided me with a lot
of enjoyment
I was bored while I
watched the video
I felt as if my curiosity
was aroused while I
watched the video
While watching the
video I was able to
block out most other
distractions
While watching the
video, I was absorbed in
what I was doing
While watching the
video, I was immersed
in the story
When watching the
video, I was distracted
very easily
Time appeared to go by
very quickly when I was
watching video
Sometimes I lost track
of time when I was
watching the video
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Attitudes toward Content
Measurement

Q No.
PT3.1
PT3.2
PT3.3
PT3.4
PT3.5
PT3.6
PT3.7
PT3.8
PT3.9
PT3.10
PT3.11
PT3.12

Items
Appealing
Useful
Positive
Good
Favorable
Attractive
Exciting
Pleasant
Likeable
High-quality
Interesting
Sophisticated

Immersion
Measurement

Q No.
PT4.1

Items
What was your level of
immersion in the story?
To what extent did it
feel like you were physically present in the
story?
How much did you feel
that you were in the
scene depicted?
How much did you feel
that you were moving from location to
location?

PT 4.2

PT 4.3

PT 4.4

Narrator Trust
Measurement

Q No.
PT 4.5
PT 4.6

Items
How much did you trust
what the narrator says?
How much did you feel
like you experienced
the story from someone
else’s point of view?
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Additional Features
Measurement
Sense of time

Q No.
PT5

Emotional impact

PT6.1
PT6.2

PT6.3

Behavioral change

PT7

Likelihood of sharing the story with
friends/family
Comfort level

PT8

Audio versus video

PT10

Impact of music

PT11

Future news consumption habits

PT12

PT9

Columbia Journalism School

Items
How long did the experience feel to you?
Rate your emotional
reaction to the piece
Rate how easy it is to
imagine (tailored to
each story)
Rate how upset you
were to see changing
(tailored to each story)
How likely are you to
change your mind about
the topic of the piece?
How likely are you to
share this story with
your friends or family?
Rate your comfort level
during the experience
What was more powerful to you in the
experience, the audio,
or the visuals
Did you like the music, or did you find it
interfering?
How much of your news
would you prefer to
consume this way?
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Behavioral Change
Measurement

Q No.
PT13

Incentive to political/social action

PT14

Choice of action taken
(from previous question)
How much time per
action

PT15

How much of a donation?

PT17

How often per action?

PT18

PT16

Items
Did viewing the story
motivate you to find out
more about the subject
of . . .
Did you feel motivated
by the piece to take political or social action?
If you are motivated
to take action, are you
likely to . . .
If you are motivated
to commit an action,
how much time are you
willing to contribute per
week?
If you are motivated
to donate, how much
would you give?
How many days a week
would you be willing to
volunteer?

Follow-Up Survey, 1–2 Weeks after Initial Treatment
Measurement
Memory

Q No.
FU1.1

Behavioral change 1

FU1.2

Behavioral change 2

FU1.3

Behavioral change 3

FU1.4

Attitudinal change

FU1.5

Attitudinal change

FU1.6

Items
How well do you remember this story?
How likely are you to
look more into similar
stories?
How likely are you
to donate to a causespecific organization?
How likely are you to
volunteer for a causespecific organization?
After watching the
video, how much did
your view change on the
subject?
Did this topic change
in its level of personal
importance to you after
viewing the video?
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Follow-Up Survey, 2–5 Weeks after Initial Treatment
Measurement
Memory

Q No.
FU2.1

Behavioral change 1

FU2.2

Behavioral change 2

FU2.3

Behavioral change 3

FU2.4

Attitudinal change

FU2.5

Attitudinal change

FU2.6
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Items
How well do you remember this story?
How likely are you to
look more into similar
stories?
How likely are you
to donate to a causespecific organization?
How likely are you to
volunteer for a causespecific organization?
After watching the
video, how much did
your view change on the
subject?
Did this topic change
in its level of personal
importance to you after
viewing the video?
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Acronyms
• CAVE: Cave automatic virtual environment—A dedicated roomsized, cube-like space where stereoscopic project and advanced threedimensional computer graphics create an immersive experience for multiple users.
• CG: Computer-generated—Refers to assets or experiences that have
been constructed in a computer modeling program such as Maya or
Blender. Typically used for VR developed inside game engines such as
Unity and Unreal. Commonly seen as the alternative to cinematic VR.
• HMD: Head-mounted display—A head-mounted, stereoscopic display
that can be either tethered to a desktop computer or powered by a
smartphone. Typically combined with a head-tracking device or gyroscope to monitor the user’s head movement and update the viewing
angle of the scene accordingly.
• IVET: Immersive virtual environment technology—A pseudonym for
immersive VR experiences.
• VR: Virtual reality—An artificial environment, generated by a computer, in which the user’s actions control how that environment responds
to the user. An oﬀshoot, cinematic VR, is comprised of immersive experiences made from footage shot on video cameras, not from computergenerated graphics.

Leading Practitioners in the Field
• Robert Hernandez, USC Annenberg
• Sarah Hill, Story Up
• The New York Times
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